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“Here, sir, the People govern.” --
Alexander Hamilton

The United States Constitution is the
world's first governing charter to elevate

the rights of men above the power of
government, and it is the oldest
Constitution still in effect today.

A radical experiment in the beginning,
instituting a government of laws rather
than men, it still stands alone, declaring
personal liberty the only true foundation

for a just society. 

http://www.avoiceofliberty.us
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If you enjoy my blog essays, please
show your support at BuyMeACoffee.
Your generosity will help expand my
efforts with more research and more
sophisticated content.

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/avoice
ofliberty 

#BuyMeACoffee

Buy A Voice Of Liberty a
Coffee -
BuyMeACoffee.com
"A Voice Of Liberty" is dedicated to the 
defense of individual liberty and freedom, 
combating mindless narrative with fact, 
reason, and cogent analysis.
buymeacoffee.com
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In 1929, the Federal Reserve caused the
stock market to crash.

They then shrank the money supply too
turn the crash into the Great Depression.

In 2019, they seem determined to repeat
those errors.

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019
-07-05/challenging-notion-fed-will-
support-markets-prevent-crisis

#news #economy #EndTheFed #finance

Challenging The Notion
That The Fed Will Support
Markets To Prevent A Crisis
If as I suspect the Fed make no immediate 
movements in July, with the economy 
continuing to slow, it's important to 
recognise that this would not be without 
precedent... They have done this before and 
been the cause of economic catastrophe.

zerohedge.com
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European #banking giant Deutsche Bank
is exiting investment banking in its latest
restructuring. DB still carries billions of
euros in toxic assets.

So do many other European banks. 

Is a new banking crisis about to break?

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019
-07-07/deutsche-bank-you-know-it-no-
more-db-exits-global-equities-84-billion-
overhaul

#news #economy #finance
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FBI: Pedophile Jeffrey
Epstein was informant for
Mueller's FBI - WND - WND
(True Pundit) The FBI tweeted out a link to 
its files on Jeffrey Epstein on Thursday. 
Twitter sleuth @Techno_Fog mined an 
interesting gem from the files, showing that 
Epstein likely served as an informant to the 
FBI. Robert Mueller’s FBI in 2008. Epstein is 
a controversial figure and friend of the C...

wnd.com
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A few dots that definitely need to be
connected between Robert Mueller and
Jeffrey Epstein: 

1 - Mueller has been dialed in on Epstein
since at least 2008, when it was
disclosed that Epstein was an informant
for the FBI, headed at the time by
Mueller.

https://www.wnd.com/2018/05/fbi-
pedophile-jeffrey-epstein-was-
informant-for-muellers-fbi/

2 - A significant (even key?) witness in
Mueller's Russia Investigation, George
Nader, has been arrested on child
pornography charges. Nader's electronic
R E A D  M O R E
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WHOA! Pervert Jeffrey
Epstein Flew Clintons to
Orgy Island - Robert Mueller
Was Involved, Let Them Off
Tonight we found out that Jeffrey Epstein 
was arrested in New York for sex trafficking 
crimes of minors. We reported in November 
2018 that the Miami Herald published an 
extensive report on Democrat donor and 
Clinton confidant Jeffrey Epstein’s child sex 
allegations – But they continued their work, 
f...

thegatewaypundit.com
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The connection between #Mueller and
#Epstein is real. It exists. It's
documented.

Epstein was an informant for the FBI.

The FBI let Epstein off the hook.

Why?

Who was Mueller protecting?

Bill Clinton? Hillary? Others?

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/201
9/07/whoa-pervert-jeffrey-epstein-flew-
clintons-to-orgy-island-robert-mueller-
was-involved-let-them-off/
R E A D  M O R E
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There's nothing weird about how
Hollywood is reacting to Jeffrey
#Epstein's arrest. They know the truth
because they are part of it.

They know and they don't care, except to
deflect.

This is Harvey Weinstein 2.0. 

https://newrightnetwork.com/2019/07/h
ollywood-reaction-epsteins-
arrest.html/#.XSGxQCtOlIk

#news #pedophilia #MeToo #TimesUp

Hollywood Has a Weird
Reaction to Jeffrey Epstein’s
2nd Arrest
Hollywood has a weird reaction to the arrest 
of Jeffrey Epstein. But perhaps we have 
seen this reaction before? It's Harvey 
Weinstein all over again.
newrightnetwork.com
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What a coincidence. I start
disseminating information about Jeffrey
#Epstein and #Facebook shuts me
down.

#FreeSpeech #censorship #socialmedia
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This will not please the Never Trumpers:
Fusion GPS had more luck producing the
Steele Dossier than in tying President
#Trump to Jeffrey #Epstein

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017
-12-12/fusion-gps-tried-and-failed-link-
trump-jeffrey-epstein

#news #politics #FusionGPS

Fusion GPS Tried And Failed
To Link Trump To Jeffrey
Epstein
...I failed to nail him. Trump’s ties were mild 
compared to Bill Clinton‘s.

zerohedge.com
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Jeffrey Epstein arrested for sex
trafficking of minors in Florida and New
York: Report

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/n
ews/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-
trafficking-of-minors-in-florida-and-new-
york-report

#news #politics #journalism

Jeffrey Epstein arrested for
sex trafficking of minors in
Florida and New York:
Report
Billionaire Jeffrey Epstein has been arrested 
for allegedly sex trafficking minors in 
Florida and New York between 2002 and 
2005.
washingtonexaminer.com
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The #Democrats don't fear Donald
#Trump because ruling the world is what
he wants. 

They fear him because ruling the world
is what they want.

And he knows it.

https://pjmedia.com/news-and-
politics/on-tian-an-men-laurence-tribe-
and-the-mandate-of-heaven/

#news #politics #freedom

On Tian An Men, Laurence
Tribe, and the Mandate of
Heaven
So it's now the 6th of July (George W. 
Bush's birthday, just by the way) and it looks 
like Tian An Men on the Potomac has been 
averted by the brave tweeting of the panic-
stricken. 
https://twitter.com/tribelaw/status/114615
0363285905409 Just for future reference, 
here's a little compare and contra...

pjmedia.com
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Big #Tech #censorship is aided, abetted,
and encouraged by Big Government. The
result is an assault on Free Speech of
global dimension.

Without Free Speech there is no
freedom, period.

https://thehill.com/opinion/civil-
rights/451813-france-has-turned-into-
one-of-the-worldwide-threats-to-free-
speech

#news #politics #FreeSpeech

France has turned into one
of the worldwide threats to
free speech
The bastion of liberty has unleashed a 
government crackdown on various forms of 
expression.

thehill.com
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Democrats Caught Facilitating
Immigration Fraud, Coaching Migrants
To Lie To CBP Report Says. According to
the Washington Examiner, Democrat
Veronica Escobar sent aides to Mexico
to teach asylum seekers how to bypass
immigration laws by lying about medical
conditions or by claiming they can't
speak Spanish.

The rhetoric and action from Democrats
supporting non-citizens seems to be
reaching critical mass as two 2020
Democratic hopefulls have carried out
campaigning in Mexico, with Beto
O'Rourke meeting migrants in Mexico
and Cory Booker actually accompanying
migrants who had previously been
R E A D  M O R E
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President Trump's willingness to
challenge Fed Chairman Jay Powell is
going to be part of his enduring legacy.

At a minimum, hindering the Fed's
money supply manipulations may
prevent the next Fed caused currency
crisis.

https://thehill.com/homenews/administr
ation/451810-trump-calls-federal-
reserve-the-most-difficult-problem-for-
us

#news #economy #finance

Trump slams Federal
Reserve as the 'most
difficult problem' facing US
President Trump took aim at the Federal 
Reserve on Saturday, labeling it the “most 
difficult problem” the U.S. faces and again 
criticizing the independent central bank for 
raising interest rates.
thehill.com
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